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SKIRTEC 2 CHANNEL PVC DUCT APD12535
1.

Ensure all surfaces to which the duct is to be mounted on are level and straight.

2.

Fix base sections to wall / bench using appropriate screw fasteners in both top & bottom channels.
Adhesive such as “Liquid nails” may be used to provide a firmer fix to the wall surface.
** Consideration should be given to installing outlet kits and making cable penetrations
before fixing the duct to the wall.

3.

Adjoining duct sections can be aligned by using the clipped on cover across the joins.

4.

To insert outlet mount boxes where required, cut the barrier to size down to the score line with snips and
tear off. Mount Boxes can be inserted adjacent to each other and still maintain segregation.

5.

Cable and fit off outlets. Fit cover sections as required, using short strips for between adjacent outlets.

6.

Modular Corners have retention tabs on both sides. Fit these at the same time as fitting the duct.
For “Internal Corners” a simple butt / lap join may suffice.

Slots for alignment plate
if required.
Top & Bottom.

Note: Profile Image is Aluminium version and
differs slightly from PVC version.

Score lines for fasteners, Top & Bottom

Use this for Earth Rod and
fixing Outlet Mount Box
Mount Box

125mm

To fit Mounting Box, cut barrier
down to score line and snap off.

35mm

Part No

Description

APD12535

PVC 2 ch duct c/w cover, Convenience Pack 8.1M,
Incl accessories pack

ABD12535KIT Accessories Pack extra

Note: Accessories Pack contains 5 x Outlet Mount
Kits, 2 x Modular Corners, 2 x End Stops

Colours

Stock colours, Black or White

